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Modeling and torque estimation of an automotive Dual Mass Flywheel

Ulf Schaper, Oliver Sawodny, Tobias Mahl and Uti Blessing

Fig. 1. Photo of a Dual Mass Flywheel, by courtesy of Grau Schnitl-
mOOelle, Notzingen, Germany.

ig. 2. "'iltered engine torque plotted (a) again t crankshaft angle and (b)
against lime for two different engine speeds (measurement data: GETRAG).
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gives an analysis of the frequency behavior of the DMF. In
[8], the DMF is used to d t ct engine misfir which is similar
to powertrain torque observation.

II. ORiGiNAL PURPOSE OF THE DMF

Piston engines do not generate a constant torque but a
time-varying torque eng(t). The shape oUhis torque f1Jnction
depends mainly on the engine speed epeng and the number of
cylinders. In Fig. 2(a), the engine torque i plotted over the
crankshaft angle using lWO diff r nl levels of engin spe d.

The illustrated torque behavior is not directly applicable
to a gearbox as it would cause heavy rattling due to the

I. INTRODUCTION

In today's world powertrain control syst ms n d aCClU'ate
torque information to perform various tasks. These tasks
include for example the clutch acnl3tion in automated manual
transmissions (AMTs) and dual-clutch transmissions (DCTs)
as well as the conlrol of electric motors in hybrid pow
ertrains. An indirect torque estimation is needed because
the direct measuremenl of the transmiued torque using
strain gages cannot be done in volume production cars for
economic reasons.

One source for a powertrain torque estimation is the engine
itself. However, the torque estimation provided by the inter
nal combustion engine is based on complex thermodynamic
models. These engine models tend not to be reliable in all
situations. Critical a p ct indud the accuracy of the nlrbo
charger models and the influence of exhaust gas recirculation
on combustion calculation.

In this paper, the possibility of torque estimation using
the Dual Mass Flywheel is analyzed. Section II gives a
short introduction to the Dual Mass Flywheel and its original
use. In section III, the main physical effects are explained
and later modeled in section IV. After validating the model
using measurement data in section V, th obs rvability of
the powertrain torque using speed sensor measurements is
discussed in section VI. A linear obs rv r is propos d.

Some work has already been published on modeling the
Dual Mas Flywheel without the aim of torqu obs rvation.
Especially [l] can be recommended as a helpful source. An
English summary of [1] can be found in [2]. Further expla
nations are given in [3]-[6]. Taking a diff, rent approach, [7]
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Abstract-The Dual Mass Flywheel (DMF) is primarily used
for dampening of oscilJations in automotive powertrains and
to prevent gearbox rattling. TWs paper explains the DMF me
chanics along with its application and components. Afterwards
a detailed ab-initio model of the DMF dynamics is presented.
This mainJy includes a model for the two arc springs in the
DMF and their friction behavior. Both centrifugal effects and
redirection forces act radially on the arc spring which induces
friction. A numerical simulation of the DMF model is compared
to measurements for model validation. Finally the observability
of the engine torque using the DMF is discussed. For this
purpose a linear torque observer is proposed and evaluated.
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Fig. 3. raokshaft of 4-cylindcr engine with attached Dual Mass Iywheel
and clutch disk.
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Fig. 4. Simplified sketch of the DMF with c mpressed springs.

afterwards.

ig. 5. Torsion experiment with lixed primary mass (data source:
GETRAG).

B. Torsion experiment at higher speeds

The second torsion experiment is similar to the first ne,
except the primary mass is not fixed. Instead, the primary
mass rotates wiLh a constant sp ed. The second nywh el
also adopts this base speed with slight variations in order to
achieve displacement angles similar to the experiment before.
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A. DMF torsion experimem at standstiLL

The first torsion experiment is done at standstill. That
implies that the primary mass is fix d whit the s condary
mass is slowly rotating. Fig. 5 shows the transmitted torque
over the displacement angle.

Since the arc springs are compressed during the torsion
experiment, the roughly linear relationship between the dis
placement angle <pr)MF and the transmitted torqu TDMF is
expected.

However, there are hysteresis losses in the DMF. During
decompression, the DMF returns less torque than it needs for
being compressed. In Fig. 5, the area between both branch s
of the hysteresis loop shows the friction energy which is lost
within the shown load reversal. It can be seen that th friction
torque rises with the displacement angle. The reason for
these friction effects are redirection force . The: e redirection
forces act radially on the spring once the pring transmit
tangential forces (from one end to th oth r). The r direction
forces grow with rising elastic spring forces (see Fig. 6(a)).

Torque T DMF 200

[NmJ
gearwheel teeth clashing back and forth.

The torqu progress within two engine rotations can be
seen in Fig. 2(a). Each of the six cylinders contributes
initially a significant n gativ torqu during its compression
stroke. Afterwards, each cylinder returns a positive torque
within its power stroke. At higher engine speed levels (such
as 4000 Ifmio) inertial force become more and more signif
icant. As any piston has to be accelerated and decelerated
twice within one engine cycle the mass forces have a higher
frequency than the ga pre ure cycles from the combu tion
process. The effect of the mass forces can be seen in the
4000 !fOlin plot of Fig. 2(a). Another more obvious impact
of the engine speed i the frequency of the combustion
cycle itself. At a higher rotation rate, all strokes are faster.
Therefore, the frequency of the torque oscillations also rises
(see time plot in Fig. 2(b)).

The crankshaft and other mechanical parts of the engine
will only dampen high frequency oscillations in the engine
torque by themselves. Therefore, low frequencies which oc
cur at low engine speeds have to be dampened by additional
design elements. Tn most cars a solid flywheel is used as a
damper. For mor demanding applications, the Dual Mass
Flywheel has been constmcted as a mechanical torsional
damping device.

1) Torque oscillation dampening using solid flywheels:
In most cars large flywheels are attached to the crankshafts.
They have a first-order-lag dynamic behavior. A large inertia
is needed to get sufficient dampening at low engine speeds.
As a high inertia on the crankshaft delays the engine response
to input changes, solid flywheels are not suited for mid-range,
luxury class and sporty cars.

2) The Dual Mass Flywheel: In a DMF design, the
flywheel inertia is split up into two parts: the primary mass
is still attached to the crankshaft while the secondary mass
belongs to the clutch ( ee Fig. 3). Both mass s hav two
small stoppers, each one able to pick up the two arc springs
(see Fig. 4). As the arc springs are d fl cted within the arc
channel, they transfer torque from one flywheel to the other.
Wh n the arc springs slide through th ir chann I, friction
adds dampening characteristics to the Dual Mass Flywheel.

Ill. PHYSICAL BEHAVIOR OF THE DMF

In this section two torsion experi.J.nents are presented. The
main effects observed in these experiments will be modeled
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(b) Radial forces due to centrifugal effects

remaining shifting angle before
spring can be further compressed

(/

J pri <Ppri = Tens - ai TS ,l + a~ TS ,6 + Tfric,pri

(1)

Jsec (<ppti + <PDMF) = - Tclu - a~ T ,1 + a To,6 +Tfric. ec·
(2)

[V. MODELING OF THE DUAL MASS FLYWHEEL

Fig. 8. DMF with the compressed springs being shifted through the
channel.

This section will discuss a model to simulate the physical
effects found in scction III. At fir t, a simple model for the
flywheels themselves is et up. Afterward a more complex
model for the springs is presented, considering only one of
the springs as the other one behaves ymmetrically.

arc springs lying in the spring channel. As long as the stopper
of the secondary flywheel is not in contact with this spring,
no torque is transmitted. Once the topper touche' the ( till
compressed) spring, the full spring torque will be transmitted
to the stopper. However, as the spring i not extended to full
length, moving the stopper into the spring will not result
in additional compression but just in shifting the spring
within the spring channel (see Fig. 8). Within this phase,
the transmitted torque is approximately constant (see Fig.
7).

But even during the operation phases when the springs are
properly compre sed and relaxed, Fig. 7 hows difference to
the standstill experiment from ection ill-A. The spring stiff
ness itself depends on the rotation speed: at higher speeds,
the decompression straights get steeper. This is due to the fact
that the springs are not shortened homogeneously when being
compressed, but tend to tense tighter near the stopper of the
secondary flywheel. If they do not compress homogeneously,
the effective lengths of the springs are shorter, and therefore
the stiffness rises.

A. Flywheel model

In (1) the law of conservation of angular momentum for
the primary ft.ywheel is presented. The primary flywheel is
modeled as a lumped mass with the moment of inertia Jpri

and the angular acceleration <Ppr;. Analogously Jsec denotes
the moment of inertia of the econdary flywheel in equation
(2) while <PDMF is the relative acceleration of the secondary
flywheel compared to the first one:

resullin~ radial
redirection force..

/
..,..,;r

centrifugal
force

~

tangential
spring force.....

.....
tangential

spring force

Fig. 7. Torsion experiments at dilTet 1ll engine speeds. Source: [I].

Fig. 7 shows the resull of thi torsion experiment for
various speed levels. At an engine speed f 100 IfmiD the
behavior is still very similar to the tandstiU experiment.
How v r, incr asing the speed incr ases th friction. The
reason for this behavior is the radial centrifugal force, which
presses the arc spring again t the outer casing of the Dual
Mass Flywheel (s Fig. 6(b». Th tangential friction forces
are directly dependent on these radial contact forces.

In the plots showing experiments done at speed levels of
2000 llmiD and 3000 IfmiD One can even see that the torque
stays COnstant for a wide range f angle and suddenly
jumps at about IpoMF = 0°. The reason for this behavior
are stiction erects: At small displacern nt angl s the elastic
spring forces are so small that they cannot overcome the
friction due to centrifugal force. This results in compressed

Fig. 6. 'I\vo sources for radial contact forces that act on the arc springs

E'200
~

(a) Radial forces due to spring redirectjon
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Fig. 9. oordinate systems for flywheel and spring model. <J? denotes
cOllStanls while <po are variable angLes. ote that onLy one spring is modeLed,
although both springs are used for notational purposes here.

Fig. 10. pring modeL with five mass pint and ix tiffnesses.

In equation (1) and (2), eng and c1u are the torques of
the engine and the clutch respectively. TS ,1 and TS ,6 are the
spring torques (see section IV-B). Those contribute angular
momenlum to the flywheel according to the switching
functions uL Ul, u~ and u6' The torque terms Tfric,pri and
T;ric ec describe all friction forces that act on the flywheels.

The four switching functions u: E {a, I} are u: = 1
if the spring is in contact with one of the stoppers of the
flywheels. This is th normal case. Otherwise, if the spring
is nonanached, the corresponding switching function is set
to u: = 0. In more d Lail, i( th (ront end of Lll spring
touches the primary mass topper, then ur = 1. If the
spring's back end touches the other primary stopper, then
u~ = 1. Analogou ly, if the front end of the 'pring touches
the secondary mass, then u~ = 1. Finally, if the back end of
the spring contacts the secondary mass stopper, then u6 = 1.

Concerning the friction tenns Tfric,pri and Trric ec, two
effects have to be modeled: Some friction occurs in the
bearings and sealings between both flywheels. This friction
torque T.eat acts on both flywheels. However, more important
is the friction Tfric i (see next section) which results from
the springs radial f~rces. As the DMF casing belongs to the
primary flywheel, these friction torque only act on lfric,pri:

'PS,6 = min( 7r - <Pps,

5

Tfric.pri = TseaJ + 'l:Tfric,i
i=1

Tfric ec =-Tseal.

(3)

(4)

the simulation equalities (i = ... 5):

Ji (<,Opri +<'oS,i) = TS,i - T. ,(HI) - Trric,i, (5)
'-v-'

T>.II.;

where the adjacent spring torques TS,i and TS,(i 1) can
assumed to be linear. By defining the spring stiffnesses Ci
and nominal spring lengths <Pnom,i (i = 1 ... 6), the spring
torques can be computed as:

TS,i = Ci (<PnolU,i -IpS,i + Ip ,(i-I») . (6)

The outermost positions of the spring Ips,o and CPS,6 (which
have no mass points in the model) follow from the equations:

'P ,0 = ma.x( <Pp, <POMF - 7r + <P ,1 - <P nom,l )
(7)

<POMF - <PSS' S,5 <Pnom,6)
(8)

where <Pps is the half width of the primary stapp rand <Pss
is the half width of th secondary stopper, analogously (s
Fig. 9). If the outennost spring elements are not compressed
by a stopp r, this choice of cp ,0 and cp ,6 will render th
outermost spring elements idle. Depending on the min/max
functions in the equations (7) and (8), th switching functions
ui, u~, u~ and u~ can b calculated (see section IV-A).

1) Radialforces on the sprin.g: For calculating the friction
of the spring mass elem nts in the spring channel, it is
required to calculate the radial forces FR,i that act on these
mass elements. Three different influences are considered for
each of the mass elements (i = ... 5):

FR,i = Frentrifugal,i + Fredirection,i + Fbias,i' (9)

(11)

(10)
B. Spring model

it is not suffi ient to have a h mogeneous spring m del
as it would not show a changing stiffness (see section ill-B).
Therefor , Lh spring is fragm IlL d into six elastic s gments
and five lumped masses [I] (see Fig. 10). Applying the law
of angular momentum conservatioll to these masses retllJ'llS

With an effective DMF radiu r, the centrifugal force is
simply found as (i = 1 ... 5):

( . .)? ·2Fcenlrifugal,i = mi r 'Ppri + cpS,i - ::::::: rni r Ippri'

For each of the spring elements one can calculate a
redirection force (i = 1 ... 6):

TS,i? . ('PF.i-'PF,(i-1»)FSdeO i = - . ~nw,isln? '
• -I r -.JnW,i
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TABLE t

PARAMIol'ERS FOR TilE PRESENTED DMF MODEL

"ig. II Simulalion of a few changes of load at about 2200 "'--
Measurement data from J IJ

(16)

(17)

"",. ~°A IT••,d" pr IF"d
rh,; = 0 II [Taff,;! > /-"T IFR,.-I
else

{

Till,,,

Jt r !FR,;! sgn (Tall,.-) ,

Jt r IFR,i I sgn (VJs,.-) ,

Trri".- =

wilh p. ~ 0.1 being a coefficient of friction.
The friction Tfn,,; can be calculated using (i = I ... 5)

where nll',i is the number of coils of one spring clement.
Eqll. (II) slighLly tJilTcrs fwm the analogous expressiun
given in [lj. These redirection forces FS.dcft,i are recombined
to the adjaccm masses (i = 2 ... 4) with

I I
FrcdircctiOD,i = 2Fs'dc:f1.,i + ZFs.deft,(HI)' (12)

The redirection forces of the outermost springs. FS,dell,1 and
1:;',dell,6. arc fully added to the forces which allack at l..he
oulennost masses. l~D,l and F~im:tioD,5;

I
Fredirectioo.,1 = FS,dcll,1 + Z"FS.defl,2' (13)

I
Fredirection,5 = '2 FS.defI,5 + FS .defl,6' (14)

The bias tenD rbias,i models friction effects of an idle DMF
[IJ. It is set 10:

F ._ {Fbias01 i= I V i=5
blas,l - 0, else. (15)

During our research rbL3S0 had to be chosen about two orders
of magnitude larger than what 11) gave as a reference value.

2) Friclioll model: Now the spring friction can be de
duced using the friction model:

l¢s,d < $/DJO

else

where Taff,i is the sum of both spring forces affecting one
mass (see cq. 5). Calculating the friction T~ff,i as shown in
(IV-S.2) ensures that the friction always works against the
direction of movement of each mass clement.

To reach a complete standstiJl VJs,.- = 0 in a numerical
simulation, the Kamopp approach is used [9]. [101 (i =
I, , , 5),

, {o,
tps,; = .

1fJS,i,

C. Model parameters

Depending on the type of engine and clutch installed, table
I contains reasonable parameters for a DMF model.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The model shown in the previous section can reproduce
measurement data very well. All described physical effects
can be simulated using the model. This includes the stiction
effects at high engine speed levels (see Fig. II) and the
Changing stiffness due to friction effects which depends On
engine speed and transferred torque (see Fig. 12).

Howevcr, iL tIIusL be notcd Lhat Lhc mcasurClllcnt data
which were used for valid3lion have been taken from lit
erature II].

The presented model IS implemented m
MATLAB/SIMULINK. As thc spring model is quite
stiff, sample timcs around h = 100/-,8 arc required to
ensure stable forward integration for engine stimulations up
to 6<XlO If/DJo. <l>rni" = 0.5 ~ was chosen as a lower speed
bound in the Karnopp friction model.

VI. OBSERVABILITY

Since the springs arc compressed once the DMF transmits
IOrque from onc flywheel to the other, the transmincd torquc
can be estimated from the spring length and the relative
acceleration of one flywheel compared to the other onc.
Therefore the observability of the DMF depends Oil the
stiffncss of the connection betwecn both flywheels: As long
as a large angular displacement is required to transfer torque.
the systcm is easily observable. At higher engine speeds
however. the centrifugal forces wiJl increase friction. As
dcmonstrated in sectiOnS III and TV, this can be regarded as
an inCreased spring stillness: the DMF becomes is ullobserv
able at higher engine speeds. One can intuitively understand
this by looking aL Fig. 7 which shows a step in the anglc
torque graph at higher engine speeds. This resembles a rigid
cOllllection between both flywheels, or an infinite stiffness.
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Fig. 12. Simulauon of small dIsplacement cyC"les al different lo.-ques and
speeds. Mcasw-ement dou from [II
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For estimating the DMF torque at low cngine speeds. the
following simplified model is proposed which neglects all
nonlinear effects:

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The Dual Mass Flywheel (DMF) has been presented as a
deviee for oscillation dampening at low engine speeds. The
main physical cffects which affect tilC dynamic behavior have
been identified. This mainly includes a spring model which
shows hysteresis effccts duc 10 speed-dcpendcllt friclion.
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Fig. 13 Engine lauoch and driveaway slII...t1ation of a 4-$lrOI:e Diesel
engine. Top: SImulated lorque T(ho (by complex model). Middle: estimaled
tOI"que Td• (by LQR ob$<'TVi.>r). Bottom: Simulated j:rinwy ftywhi.>tl Speed.
(engine modd; GETRAG).

Altogelher. the DMF has been modeled as a nonlinear
dynamic system with 14 states.

Once equipped with speed sensors. the DMF can be used
as a torque estimator for advanced powertrain control tasks.
For this applicmion. a simplified linear DMF model has been
proposed. A LQR torque observer has been deduced from
this model which correctly observes the powerlrain torque
at low cngine speeds. At higher engine speeds however.
centrifugal forces will render the DMF unobservable.
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(l8a)

(l8b)

( _1_ + _1_) ClpLlM.f
Jpn Jscc

Tens = 0

Tclu = 0

.. Teng r du
lpDMP=------

J p,; Jsc<:

.. _= TeD~ + C !poMF
lfJpn J- J-'

"" ""
Here <poMF represents Ihe displacement angle of the DMF
while "ppri is me velocity of me primary flywheel (and
epscc = r.PoMF + lfpn therefore th¢ velocity of (he secondary
flywheel). Both the angle rpoMF and the angular velocities
I{;pri and cj>sc<: arc measurable. For generating continuous
measurements from discrete shaft encoder signals. an event
triggered Kalman-Filter similar to 1111 was used. 'l~ng and
Tclu are lhe ellgine torque and the clutch torque. These are
the states we are interested in. Just as in section IV. Jpri and
Jse<; fL--pTescnt inertias. c denotcs a spring constant which can
be derived by linearization of the main DMF model.

Since the model (I8a)-(I8d) is linear. a state observer
could be constructed using an LQR approach. Fig. 13 shows
the simulaled launch phase of a 4-stroke diesel engine. For
the simulation. the DMF model described in section IV
was coupled with a complex engine model. Even with a
conscrvativc choice of the obscrver paramcters. UlC simuIalcd
powertrain torque could be estimated.
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